
Given that the Internet has become the main channel for people to access 
information in recent years, movie information is not only transmitted from 
mouth to mouth, but also relies on Internet more. In China alone, the amount 
of movie information for the whole year of 2018 reached 612 million. Nowa-
days, movie ratings and reviews have become important references for major 
audience for choosing movies, and movie popularity is becoming more and 
more important in judging whether a movie is successful or not, and its signifi-
cance, to some extent, has even exceeded movie itself.

DESIGN BRIEF

Background Statement

Some factors in current movie operation and movie-watching process, such 
as marketing & hype, opinions leading, spoiler, false review, etc., are influenc-
ing current movie culture and bringing widespread and long-lasting influence 
to box office and movie-watching mode.

Opportunity Statement

Design Objective

To establish a new acceptable movie review mechanism based on re-
search of existing ones, so as to simplify steps in the process of movie 
commenting, reduce interference factors, and convey objective watching 
feelings. 

How to create a simple process of movie commenting and 
a new communication mode among users through changes 
of physical media and information source as well as output 
mode?

Visual ticket machine system is a new system of ticket buying and movie 
commenting. It’s different from existing movie review platforms and ticket 
buying systems, because through inputting objective physiological data and 
presenting abstract images, it can reduce subjective distracting information 
to provide users with unique sharing modes of movie reviews.
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GAINS

I knew a lot about the movie's spoiler before the movie started. Because there 
was so much information on the Internet, I wanted to see movie reviews, but I 
got the spoiler.

Too many negative information on 
social media influence my opinion 
about the movie.

Only a few people are willing to 
write objective evaluation.

NEGATIVE NEWS SPOILER COMMENTS

 

Hope that spoiler elements can be reduced in 
comments and movie feedback can be more 
reliable and real.

Anna
23 years old

Editor

IDEATION

In order to understand existing problems in movie-watching process and users’ feelings more clearly, I conducted preliminary investigation in many cinemas in 
Beijing. Moreover, I created a user journey map and Persona to facilitate problem analysis and clear thinking.

Brainstom Concept Developemnt

To realize the design objective, I conducted installation design and corresponding design of 
use process.
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How to eliminate falseness in comments?

How to reduce information interference for users?

How to intuitively present movie feedback for users?

How to realize information transfer among users?

PAINS

Online comments show different feelings from 
mine, resulting in that I usually go to watch a 
movie with high expectation and then have great 
psychological and emotional letdown.

After analyzing movie watching process and relevant 
items, I chose ticket machine as the medium to finish 
information communication among audience through 
receiving physiological data and showing patterns. SEE MOVIE1 REVIEW2 BIO INFORMATION3

VIUSAL TICKET4 CHECK IN5 SEE MOVIE6

Visual 
TicketPrinter

OUTPUTINPUT

Users can choose their 
desired movie through 
patterns on ticket.After 
getting movie ticket and 
paying for it, users can 
watch the movie.

After watching, users will 
input physiological data 
through ticket machine, 
and the machine will 
re-generate ticket pattern 
and pass that on to the 
next audience.
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The receipt printed by the thermal 
printer can be kept longer than the gen-
eral one. The print speed of the thermal 
printer is faster and it is more conve-
nient to use it.

Heart rate can visually show the emotion-
al changes of the audience, so I chose to 
use heart rate sensor to collect the re-
al-time physiological data of the audience 
after they watch the movie.
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While making the ticket 
machine, I chose to use 
acrylic plate as the material 
of the shell, and tried to use 
various adhesives to achieve 
a stable and beautiful effect.



Ticket DesignDisplay

InputTicket Machine

Movie ticketOutput

I’ve designed a series of receipts for the visual ticket machine, but the possible patterns produced by the ticket 
machine are not limited to this. It can produce different patterns of receipt with different heart rate.


